How motion signals are integrated across frequencies: study on motion perception and ocular following responses using multiple-slit stimuli.
Visual motion signals, which are initially extracted in parallel at multiple spatial frequencies, are subsequently integrated into a unified motion percept. Cross-frequency integration plays a crucial role when directional information conflicts across frequencies due to such factors as occlusion. We investigated the human observers' open-loop oculomotor tracking responses (ocular following responses, or OFRs) and the perceived motion direction in an idealized situation of occlusion-multiple-slits viewing (MSV)-in which a moving pattern is visible only through an array of slits. We also tested a more challenging viewing condition, contrast-alternating MSV (CA-MSV), in which the contrast polarity of the moving pattern alternates when it passes the slits. We found that changes in the distribution of the spectral content of the slit stimuli, introduced by variations of both the interval between the slits and the frame rate of the image stream, modulated the OFR and the reported motion direction in a rather complex manner. We show that those complex modulations could be explained by the weighted sum of the motion signal (motion contrast) of each spatiotemporal frequency. The estimated distribution of frequency weights (tuning maps) indicate that the cross-frequency integration of supra-threshold motion signals gives strong weight to low spatial frequency components (<0.25 cpd) for both OFR and motion perception. However, the tuning map estimated with the MSV stimuli were significantly different from those estimated with the CA-MSV (and from those measured in a more direct manner using grating stimuli), suggesting that inter-frequency interactions (e.g., interaction producing speed-dependent tuning) was involved.